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  Uber�le Flo Pre-sloped Shower Pan
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Required Products: (drain components sold separate of Pre-sloped Shower Pan)

Required Materials:

Modified  Thinset Mortar
ANSI A118.4 or A118.15

Required Tools:

Tape Measure Jigsaw  or
Circular Saw

Power Drill

Marker / PencilU�lity Knife

3/8”x3/8” 
sq-Notched Trowel

Spirit Level

ABS
GLUE

ABS pipe 
adhesive

Weeping 
Nut 

300ml Caulking Gun

Flathead 
Screwdriver

überseal™
for non-steam shower
applica�ons

1/4”x3/16” 
V-Notched Trowel

Inside
Pipe Cu�er

1.1P  - Required Products, Tools, Materials, Safety
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vapor fabric
for steam shower
applica�ons

Calibra�on 
Shim 

(if included)

Required Safety :

Protec�ve Gloves
while handling & cu�ng

Hearing Protec�on
while handling

N95 Mask
while cu�ng

Protec�ve Eyewear
while handling & cu�ng



2x6 Blocking
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•For Wood subfloors, the minimum subfloor thickness,
with a joist spacing of 16” (406mm) O.C is 5/8” (16mm) thick

•The studwork at 16”O.C must include blocking which runs 
around the perimeter of the Pre-sloped Shower Pan 
using 2x6 blocking or greater.

•For Wood subfloors, the minimum subfloor thickness,
with a joist spacing of 19.2” (487mm) O.C is 3/4” (19mm) thick 

•Do not expose foam to solvents or temperatures over 50 degrees Celsius.

•Store foam products away from UV light (sunlight) and laying flat.

•Verify with local building codes to ensure the compliance of products being used with local building codes.

•Steam showers have very specific requirements, refer to Uberboard Vapor Manual for more informa�on 
available at www.uber�le.com

1.21P  - Handling & Limita�ons

•Remove dust, oils, debris and bondbreakers from subfloors

•Subfloor must be level & flat

•If subfloor is not level, use an appropriate self levelling cement prior to installa�on of Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

•Subfloor & Joist Assembly must be structurally sound, stable and rigid enough to support the product. 
Substrate deflec�on under all live, dead and impact loads, including concentrated loads, must not exceed L/360.

1.22P  - Subfloor requirement - ALL Subfloor

5/8”
(16mm)

Subfloor

16”0.C
(406mm)

Subfloor

19.2”0.C
(487mm

3/4”
(19mm)

1.23P  - Subfloor requirement - Wood Subfloor

1.24P  - Subfloor requirement - Concrete Subfloor

•Pay a�en�on to the joist loca�on when selec�ng the drain posi�oning. Never cut the floor joists!

•Wood floors must be suspended a minimum 18” (457mm) above ground, with adequate cross-ven�la�on.

•Subfloor must be building code approved shee�ng, either exterior grade APA rated T&G plywood or flooring grade T&G OSB,  
prepared and fastened and constructed according to local building codes. 

•Concrete must be in a condi�on to bond and support �le, with a minimum compressive strength of 3500 psi. 

1.25P  - Wall Framing requirement 
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•The ABS Drain Body is intended to fit a CUPC approved ABS 2” drainage pipe

•The pipe must be secured in its correct posi�on, mounted 2-3/8” (60mm) below the TOP of the subfloor.

•If the pipe is already installed, use an “internal pipe cu�er” to cut the pipe to the correct height.

•The connec�ng of the 2” drain pipe to the ABS Drain Body must be performed by a cer�fied plumber 
using the correct pipe adhesive(s) for ABS plas�c as designated by local plumbing codes and pipe adhesive manufacturer.
 
•If there is plumbing access from under the shower floor (example if ceiling below the shower is open) the 2” ABS pipe
can be glued in a�er the shower has been installed.
 

Plumbing Pipe Depth requirement:

How to use an internal pipe cu�er:

Measure. Insert pipe cu�er into ABS pipe. Cut pipe. 

1.3P  - Plumbing requirements

2-3/8” (60mm)
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1.4P  - Cu�ng the Pre-sloped Pan

Measure wherethe Pre-sloped
Shower Pan will be installed,
measuring stud to stud.

a. b.

Mark the dimensions onto the 
Pre-sloped Shower Pan . 

1/2”

d. e.

Mark 1/2” (12.5mm) back 
from the newly cut edge.

Using a u�lity knife, cut from the 
side of the Pre-sloped Uber�le
Shower Pan to reveal a 
1/2” x 5/16” 
(12.5mm x 8mm) channel.

c.

Using a circular saw set to 
1/2” (12.5mm) cu�ng depth,
cut along the marked line.

f.

Use a circular saw, cut to size.

5/16”
cu�ng 
depth

g.
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Use the Stainless Steel Support Plate 
as a template, trace a circle for the drain 
opening onto the subfloor. 

Center the Stainless Steel Support Plate 
over the hole. 
Using provided wood screws,fasten the 
Stainless Steel Support Plate to the subfloor. 

Center the Stainless Steel 
Support Plate over the hole. 

Use an appropriate suitable 
adhesive to fasten the 
Stainless Steel Support 
Plate to the concrete.

     For concrete floors

Use a Jigsaw, cut along the traced 
circle making a hole in the subfloor. 

       For concrete floors 

Following the traced line, 
chisel a hole into the 
concrete, at a depth of
3.5” around the
drain pipe.

b.a.

d.c.

1.5.1P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Installa�on of Support Plate

b.2

d.2
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b.

If there is plumbing access from under the shower 
floor (example if ceiling below the shower is open) 
the ABS pipe can be glued in a�er the shower has 
been installed. 

(alternate) 

1.5.2.1P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Calibra�on Shim (only if included)

ABS
GLUE

1. Apply ABS Glue to the drain pipe and ABS Drain Body 
ma�ng surface following ABS glue manufacturer 
instruc�ons. 

Place the ABS drain body through the 
Stainless Steel Support Plate,  gluing the 
ABS drain body into the drain pipe.

1.5.2.2P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Installing ABS Drain Body

a.

Each Pre-sloped Shower Pan has been calibrated for precision fitment, 
thus a Calibra�on Shim may be included in your Pre-sloped Shower Pan package. 

If a Calibra�on Shim is included in your Pre-sloped Shower Pan package, 
simply place the Calibra�on Shim UNDER the ABS Drain Body per the instruc�on below.

If a Calibra�on Shim is NOT included in the package, it is NOT required and this step is skipped.

1. Place the Calibra�on Shim ontop of the Stainless Steel Support Plate, centered over the hole.

a. b.

Calibra�on Shim (only if included)

Stainless Steel Support Plate

2. Install the ABS Drain Body as per normal instruc�on 1.5.2.2P, placing the ABS Drain Body 
ontop of the Calibra�on Shim. 

Calibra�on Shim (only if included)
Stainless Steel Support Plate

ABS Drain Body
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a.

b.

Using the FLAT Side of the trowel, 
key in/scratch coat¹ a thin, flat layer of 
Thinset Mortar onto the underside of the 
Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

Use a 3/8”x3/8” sq. notched trowel apply 
Thinset Mortar onto the subfloor.
Comb uniformly in 1 direc�on (towards shortest length 
of the Pre-sloped Shower Pan),this allows 
air to escape when the Thinset Mortar is 
compressed, so no air pockets develop. 
 

Use a 1/4”x3/16” V-Notched trowel, 
apply Thinset Mortar  onto the 
Stainless Steel Support Plate.

c.

      Cau�on:
 
DO NOT allow Thinset
Mortar or contaminants 
to contact any part(s) 
of the ABS drain body 
ma�ng surfaces. 

       Important Thinset note!
 
Use the correct trowel size when applying Thinset 
Mortar!

Mix the Thinset Mortar using the maximum amount of 
water allowed by the Thinset Mortar manufacturer, but 
s�ll able to maintain a trowel notch profile.

Thinset Mortar mixed to s�ff may not allow the 
Pre-sloped Shower Pan to seat into the ABS Drain 
Body.

1.5.3P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Thinset Pre-sloped Pan

¹ key in / scratch coat definition
Application of Thinset Mortar using the flat side of the trowel of a thin layer of Thinset Mortar to the 
backside of a product just before it is embedded. When done correctly, the flat side of the trowel should
make a scraping sound when applied, thus why it is often referred to as “scratch coating”. 
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e.

With the Thinset Mortar s�ll fresh, place the  
Pre-sloped Shower Pan carefully onto the ABS 
Drain Body, firmly pressing into place, ensuring 
the rubber seal fully seats onto the lip on the 
underside of the Pre-sloped Shower Pan. 

With the Thinset Mortar s�ll fresh, 
place weight on all 4 corners of the 
Pre-sloped Shower Pan 
(example: use boxes of �les or bags of Thinset
Mortar to provide weight)

f.

Use the Lubricant, apply 
to the plas�c ma�ng 
flange on the underside of 
Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

d.
         Cau�on: 

Use a clean cloth, to 
clean the ma�ng 
surfaces prior to 
applying lubricant.

underside of  
Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan

1.5.3P  - con�nued



c. Perform a flood test.

Ideally wait 24hours to perform a flood test, following
the guildeline ASTM D5957 "Flood tes�ng Horizontal Waterproofing Installa�ons".

ASTM D5957 specifies important details such as “using a brace / ballast” 
(ie weight like a bag of thinset of box of �les) placed against outside against the curb 
to ensure the weight of the water does not push outward and damage the assembly.

If you can NOT wait 24 hours and must flood test sooner, see pg 17 for more info. 

1.5.4P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Installing Tightening Ring
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Insert the Tightening Ring into the opening
of the  ABS Drain Body.

a. b.

Turn the Tightening Ring clockwise; 
use a Flathead Screwdriver gently turn un�l 
it locks into posi�on, indicated when the arrows on 
the  Tightening Ring line up with the markings on 
the ABS Drain Body. 

      Cau�on:
 
DO NOT apply excessive force 
when turning the Tightening Ring.

If the Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan
is seated correctly into the
ABS Drain Body, the Tightening
Ring should easily lock into place.

If the Tightening Ring does not
easily lock into place, it indicates the
Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan is 
NOT correctly seated into the 
ABS Drain Body.  
If this happens, immediately remove
the Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan
and determine the cause.  
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1.5.5P  - Installa�on of Pre-sloped Pan - Installing Drain Grate

a. b.

The Grate Holder comes pre-threaded 
onto the Weeping Nut with the UP marking
of the Weeping Nut facing UP. 

Apply dallops of überseal™ onto the 
4 yellow markings on the ABS Drain Body Flange.

Place the assembled Weeping Nut & 
Grate Holder into the fresh überseal™.

By turning the assembled Weeping Nut & 
Grate Holder clockwise or counterclockwise, y
ver�cally adjust for a �le thickness of 5.8  - 13mm.

c.

e. f.

d.

With the überseal™ s�ll fresh, the 
Grate Holder can be adjusted 
horizontally up to 8mm to accommodate 
for the �le layout.

Do not apply excessive überseal™ to avoid clogging weeping holes. 

Install Drain Grate.
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The Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan can be extended to fit large or odd sized areas using one of 2 methods: 
•Method 1: Using a Pre-sloped Extension Pan.
•Method 2: Using manually sloped Thickbed mortar.
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a.

Measure the area where the Pre-sloped 
Extension Pan will be installed.

b.

1/2”
d. e.

Mark 1/2” (12.5mm) back 
from the newly cut edge.

Using a u�lity knife, cut from the 
side of the Pre-sloped Extension Pan 
to reveal a 1/2” x 1/2” channel.

c.

Using a circular saw, 
cut 1/2” (12.5mm) deep 
following the marked line.

f.

Use a circular saw, 
cut to size.

Mark the dimension onto 
the Pre-sloped Extension Pan. 

1/2”
depth

g.

h.

Using a 3/8”x3/8” sq. notched trowel apply 
Thinset Mortar onto the subfloor, combing 
uniformly in 1 direc�on (either towards the
entrance of the shower, or the shortest length).

i.

underside of  
Pre-sloped Extension Pan

Using the FLAT Side of a trowel, 
key in a thin, flat layer of Thinset Mortar 
onto the underside of the Pre-sloped 
Extension Pan.

1.6P  - Extending a Pre-sloped Pan 

1.6.1P  - Extending a Pre-sloped Pan - Method 1

us
e 
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t 
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w
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j.

With the Tiling Thinset s�ll wet, 
place weight on all 4 corners of the 
Pre-sloped Extension Pan. 
(example: use boxes of �les or bags of 
Thinset Mortar to provide weight)

With the Thinset Mortar and überseal™ sealant 
s�ll wet, press the Pre-sloped Extension Pan into posi�on.

The überseal™ sealant must be tooled flat to overlap
a minimum 1” onto each surface (2” total width).

Apply a generous bead of  überseal™ sealant, 
into the 1/2” x 1/2” perimeter channel of the 
Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan where
the Pre-sloped Extension Pan will meet.

side view:

k.

Pre-sloped Shower Pan Pre-sloped Extension Pan

l.

m.

top view:

1.6.1P  - con�nued
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1.6.2P  - Extending a Pre-sloped Pan - Method 2

a.

 a
re

a 
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Apply Thinset Mortar onto the 
subfloor using a 3/8”x3/8” sq. notched trowel 
combing uniformly in 1 direc�on.

b.

c.

With the Thinset Mortar s�ll wet 
apply the Thickbed Mortar, spreading
with a flat trowel �ll the desired slope is
created. 

The Thickbed Mortar must be sloped
towards the drain at 2% slope (1/4” per �). 

Allow approx. 12hours for the Thickbed Mortar 
to cure before proceeding with next step. 
Verify with mortar manufacturer for exact cure �me.

d.

 

e.

Using a 1/4” x 3/16“ V-notch Trowel spread 
Thinset Mortar onto both the cured Thickbed Mortar 
and overlapping a minimum 2” onto the top surface of 
the Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

Using a flat trowel, smooth out the Uber�le 
Waterproofing Fabric, pressing out air pockets 
and excess “Thinset Mortar”.

f.

2”

Apply Uber�le Waterproofing Fabric 
into the s�ll wet Thinset Mortar.



The Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan is intended to adjoin to Uberboard wall panels via 2 methods:
•Method 1: For Uberboard Tech & Uberboard Classic Panels via überseal™ sealant.
•Method 2: For Uberboard Vapor Panels via Vapor Fabric.
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Press the Panel into the s�ll fresh überseal™ sealant.
The überseal™ sealant when tooled flat must cover 
a minimum 1” onto each surface (2” total width).

a. b.

a. b.

Apply a generous bead of  überseal™ sealant, 
into the 1/2” x 1/2” perimeter channel of the 
Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

Use a 1/4” x 3/16“ V-notch Trowel, spread Modified
Thinset onto each surface, overlapping onto each surface a 
minimum 2” (4” total).
Then, apply Vapor Fabric into s�ll wet Thinset Mortar.

Using a flat trowel, smooth out Vapor Fabric, 
pressing out air pockets and excess Thinset Mortar.

Uberboard Classic 
or

Uberboard Tech
Panels Uberboard Classic 

or
Uberboard Tech

Panels

Uberboard Vapor
Panels

Uberboard Vapor
Panels

1.7P  - Installa�on of Wall Panels 

1.7.1P  - Installa�on of Wall Panels - Method 1 - Uberboard Classic & Tech Panels

1.7.2P  - Installa�on of Wall Panels - Method 2 - Uberboard Vapor Panels 
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1.8P  - Tiling requirements

Choosing a grout Cement grouts absorb more water than Epoxy grouts. 
Epoxy grouts are thus more suited for shower use, including not requiring sealing. 

•average cement grout water absorp�on rate of 4 - 10%
•average epoxy grout water absorp�on rate of 0.5% or less

ANSI A118.3 Epoxy grout is required for �les smaller than 2” x 2” in size.

ANSI A118.7 Polymer Modified Cement grouts can be used on
�les larger than 2” x 2”

Epoxy grout is manditory in a steam shower regardless of �le size.

Movement Joints? The need for movement joints (silicone) in the finished �le
installa�on is mandatory.

Movement joints are important because they help accomodate for stress 
from movement such as expansion & contrac�on, while maintaining a 
water�ght seal. 

Movement joints are required by industry standard in Canada defined by the
TTMAC detail 301MJ-2019-2021. 

Silicone must be applied as a movement joint at these loca�ons:
• Where the shower wall meets the shower floor
• Where the shower wall meets the shower ceiling
• Where a wall meets another wall (ie inside 90° corners)
• Where the shower curb (threshold) meets the shower floor
• Where a bench / seat meets the shower floor or shower wall
• On the inside intersec�ons of a shower niche
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slope gradients

Tile Selec�on:

• Tiles must be rated for shower use, they can be either natural stone, ceramic or 
porcelain. 

• In a steam shower, �les must be rated for steam shower shower use and must be 
porcelain. 

• Wheelchair traffic requires epoxy grout and a �le larger than 2”x 2” (50mm x 50mm) 
in size.

• Follow all applicable TTMAC , NTCA and / or TCNA guidelines when installing �le.  

Adhesives • NEVER use mas�cs, premixed or solvent based adhesives. 

• In regular showers use Thinset Mortar rated ANSI A118.4 or be�er.

• In residen�al / intermi�ent steam showers use ISO 13007 C2TES2 rated thinset.

• In commercial / con�nious use steam showers use an ANSI A118.3 rated epoxy 
thinset.

• There is no maximum �le size. 

However �les with a surface area larger than 3”x3” (75mm x75mm) 

must be cut to follow the sloped gradients of the 

Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan.

A flood test is required in many building codes and strongly recommended. 

Ideally wait 24hours before performing a flood test, this allows the �ling thinset 
and überseal™ to cure.  However if required you can flood test as soon as 2 hours a�er the
en�re shower assembly (walls, floor, curb and überseal™) have been completed under
the condi�ons noted below:

Flood tes�ng sooner than 24 hours (minimum 2 hours) details:
• Do not “break the bond” of the fresh �ling thinset.
• Limi�ng the amount of water used for to reduce the weight during thinset curing.
• Fill the water ONLY partway up the uberseal™ wall / floor / curb seam. 
• überseal™ is a “moisture curing” meaning water will not damage curing überseal™

Flood Tes�ng

1.8P  - con�nued



The Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan is part of a complete system of Uber�le waterproof products. 

Visit www.uber�le.com for more product details.

Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan

is in compliance with IAPMO PS 106-2015e1, 

check each product to verify its marking.

Tileable Shower Receptors and Shower Kits

Cer�ficate of Lis�ng available upon request.
Uber�le Pre-sloped Shower Pan 
and Drain Made in Germany
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Have Ques�ons?

We’re here to help

Contact us 9-5 MST

1-877-759-5755
tech@uber�le.com
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